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The Canon EOS 60D is the company's highest-end mirrorless interchangeable-lens camera, giving
photographers an easy way to acquire the benefits of a DSLR system without the hassles of bulky
batteries, an ugly DSLR camera body and oversized lenses. Canon’s easy PIXMA One Print, photo and
photo copier The PIXMA One Print, photo and photo copier has been upgraded from its predecessor,
the PIXMA Ultra, to print and copy documents at a faster speed. A larger paper tray and ink tank lets
users prepare a larger number of prints and copy large files at high resolutions and print times. A
paper jam sensor alerts the user before it goes into the tray and automatically ejects the paper
before the user has to manually open the lid and remove jammed sheets. A new remote control
system lets the printer offer users increased freedom and convenience in the way that they can
operate the printer and monitor its activity from the palm of their hand. D-SLR Pro Sony Alpha
NEX-5N (APS-C) The Nikon D750 and Canon EOS 5D Mark IV serve as the two D-SLRs that
complement the Sony Alpha NEX-5N that will be its base. The Sony is the camera of the future and
its approach to the hybrid of consumer and professional needs has been optimized for the lenses and
speed of the NEX system. It has an APS-C 24MP CMOS sensor that allows use of a wide range of Sony
and third-party lenses. The sensor provides super responsiveness, high-speed capture, and high-
precision autofocus. The NEX-5N (which typically sells for $1500) will offer a new level of quality and
compatibility in the stills and video genres. The exceptional quality of the Sony lenses, including the
four-stop Sony 16-35mm F2.8 G lens, can be used with the cameras APS-C sensor.
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Easy Compact System Camera Nikon COOLPIX S1 The diminutive 10.2 MP S1 has a 1/2.3 CCD sensor
and incorporates a 3x Nikkor glass zoom lens that yields a focal length equivalent of 29-87mm

(35mm format). Weighing in at a mere 3.3 oz, the camera delivers a shutter speed range of 1-1/2000
seconds, an ISO range of 80-1600, and can record HD video in MOV mode (MPEG-4 and AVC/H.264)

as well as 1920 x 1080 at 30fps. It offers numerous scene modes and in-camera special effects
editing plus exposure compensation in +/- 2 EV. The ten-element i-Enhance 2 lens system can be
used for close-up and macro shooting. The Sony A6300 is an enthusiast-class D-SLR that offers a
24MP full-frame EXR CMOS sensor and standard Wi-Fi for remote control. The A6300 also offers a
new 20-fps continuous shooting mode with Full HD (1080p) video capture in AVCHD, MP4 or MOV

formats. Other features include a 3.0-inch 1,037k-dot tilt-and-swivel screen, 24.2MP Exmor R CMOS
sensor, 5-axis image stabilization system, 3D stills and HD video recording and a newly designed

magnesium alloy body that promises a strong, weather-resistant design. Photo Service whiteWall As
one of the originators of the online photo lab concept, WhiteWall offers finishing options that stress
premium quality with numerous surface, framing, and finishing options. Photographers can order
prints in exact sizes on a wide variety of substrates to match subject and scene, including fine art

papers, canvas, adhesive film latex, metallic, and a direct print behind acrylic glass. Framing options
include solid wood, shadow gap, and aluminum or solid word Artbox. The finished product is gallery
quality with ready-to-hang fixtures. Always adding new features, among the latest are textile prints
on stretcher frames, direct prints on brushed aluminum, and LightJet prints on Ilford black-and-white
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